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Posted: 3/8/2021 1:43:40 PMQuestion: 33140: Request the Department provide the Pavt Eval Coring Report
(s), if available, of the existing SR-105, Ramps, SR-5, Broward Road
(South), etc. roadway pavements w/in the limits of this project, to 
include the shoulder pavts. 

Status:Requested info has been posted.Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

3/25/2021 10:00:48 AM

Posted: 3/10/2021 8:03:51 AMQuestion: 33166: The assigned/estimated Phase durations, as shown on SOQ 
shts SQ2->8, total to 390cd.
The assigned contract duration is 240cd.
The TTCP Phasing Notes(Sht 112) allow the TTCP const phases to be 
performed simultaneously as directed &/or approved by the engineer.
Why is there a 150cd(~63% > than the contract duration) difference 
between the Phase total cal. days and the contact duration cal. days?
If this 150cd difference is due to recognition of simultaneous 
performance of some of the TTCP const. Phases, then what specific 
Phases are being recognized as being performed at the same time?

District Address:

District Phone:

District 2 Construction Office, located at 1109 South Marion Avenue, Lake 
City, FL 32025

(386) 961-7434



Status:The total Contract Time for this project was assigned as 240 days 
(Contract Time Memo). The individual construction phases were 
calculated taking into account how many days each phase would 
take, assuming that multiple phases would be performed 
simultaneously, for estimating purpose (devices, etc.). That accounts 
for the overlap in TTCP days.

As noted on Sheet 112, TTCP Phasing Notes 1 and 2, the 
construction phases can be performed in any order and can be 
performed simultaneously. The only restriction is that the respective 
detours and/or lane closures for the phases do not conflict with one 
other.

Without dictating a specific order or critical path, and without dictating 
means and methods, there are numerous combinations that the 
phases can be scheduled in (simultaneous/overlapping and not 
conflicting) that allow completion within the 240 day contract time.

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

3/12/2021 7:14:46 AM


